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Case Report
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Abstract:
Objectives: Autologous and allogeneic haematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) are established therapies for multiple
myeloma (MM); however, patients continue to relapse post both types of transplantation. Extra-medullary Plasmacytoma
(EM) is defined as proliferation of plasma cells without evidence of MM progression. EM development during MM natural
history accounts for less than 5-10%, mainly in the head and neck. EM occurrence in the liver is extremely rare. Clinical
presentation of post-transplant relapse is also very heterogeneous and few reports exist. We report one of the few cases of
multiple extramedullary relapses and finally fatal hepatic EM plasmacytoma in a young patient who underwent tandem
autoHCT and alloHCT for high-risk MM. Methods: Patient’s clinical record and available literature was reviewed in
detail. Results: Our patient succumbed to a very severe, extensive chronic graft-versus-host disease treated mainly
with antimyeloma biologic agents and aggressive extramedullary liver plasmacytomas manifesting as end-stage myeloma.
Conclusions: EM relapse post alloHCT is linked to poor prognosis despite aggressive treatment and reflects the underlying disease biology. In the era of novel treatments, the severity of these complications and the diverse therapeutic
approaches used in different centers highlight the need of larger, multi-center studies to evaluate current practices.
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Introduction
In the era of novel treatments, multiple myeloma (MM)
is considered as a chronic but still incurable disease.1,2
Although autoHCT and alloHCT are established therapies
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for MM, patients continue to relapse, either as medullary
or extra-medullary lesions. Solitary Extramedullary (EM)
plasmacytoma is defined as proliferation of plasma cells
without MM progression,3-5 Population-based data are
scant, more often seen at autopsy. Alexiou et al. published
the most extensive series of EM including nearly 900 patients based on reported cases between 1905 and 1995.4
During 1992−2004, 1543 plasmacytoma and 23544 MM
cases, a 16-times higher rate, were diagnosed according to
SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) data.5
EM development during MM natural history accounts for
less than 5 to 10 % in most series.6-9 Plasmacytoma relapse,
occurring either isolated or concurrent with systemic
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relapse, is rare after alloHCT and autoHCT.10-13
Herein, we report a case of multiple EM relapses and
finally fatal liver plasmacytoma in a patient who underwent tandem autoHCT and alloHCT for high-risk MM.
Diagnosis and management was complicated by severe
chronic graft vs disease (GVHD) and abnormal liver tests
at presentation.

Case presentation
A young male patient, aged 35, was diagnosed with
IgG (λ light chain) MM: stage II -ISS, karyotype 47,XY,
+4, +8, dic(1:11)(p11:q25), 13, der(22)t(1:22)(q12:q13)2
/46,XY20 and 13q14 [200 cells] in FISH analysis. Six months
later, peripheral autologous graft was collected post 4
cycles of Bortezomib – Vincristine – Liposomal Doxorubicin – Dexamethazone plus Cyclophospamide 4gr/m²
mobilization in a very good partial remission (VGPR).
He underwent autoHCT and consequently tandem allogeneic sibling transplant post Fludarabin – Melphalan.
The patient provided signed informed consent allowing
anonymous publication of medical data.
Chimerism studies showed complete donor engraftment by the end of first month. The patient developed
subclinical chronic GVHD (positive skin and mouth
mucosal biopsies at 3 months) while on cyclosporine
administration until 1 year post transplant. Afterwards,
he experienced simultaneously extensive chronic GVHD
and relapse with monoclonal protein secretion (15%)
so corticosteroids, Mycophenolate-Mofetil (MMF) plus
Bortezomib were administered for at least 4 months.
Then, Bortezomib was stopped after the monoclonal
disappearance.
In the meantime, despite adequate standard immunosuppression, moderate to severe pulmonary GVHD was
diagnosed. Twenty two months post allotransplant, he
experienced the first extramedullary relapse in the skull,
which was irradiated and Lenalidomide replaced the
MMF administration. Due to severe allergic reaction to
Lenalidomide, Bortezomib was re-initiated with continuous use of corticosteroids for 3 months. In the meantime,
lung diffusion tests deteriorated, along with pulmonary
infections and he was treated with Thalidomide plus
Dexamethasone 40mg/week. The PET-CT scan, bone
marrow aspiration and biopsy were negative in the 30th
month. Due to Thalidomide adverse reactions, in the 38th
month post-transplant, the patient started a new treatment which combined the anti GVHD and anti-myeloma
strategy, including Lenalidomide – Cyclophosphamide and
corticosteroids until the 43th month. Then, he presented
with 2 extramedullary sites in the skull which were successfully irradiated.
Three months after a successfully managed severe

pulmonary opportunistic infection, the patient presented
with profound asthenia and several space-occupying hepatic lesions in the liver. The rest of the examination was
unremarkable. However, abdominal ultrasound revealed
masses (41.7×37.6×32.2 and 13 mm) in the liver parenchyma, which were also evident in the abdomen MRI
scan with similar sizes. CT-guided percutaneous biopsy
was found consistent with plasmacytoma (lambda light
chain restricted, similar to previously existing monoclonal
immunoglobulin pattern at the diagnosis of MM). The
liver biopsy immunochemistry was positive for CD138,
MUM1, lambda proteins. Liver biopsy revealed a diffuse
portal and sinusoidal infiltration of plasma cells with
lambda light-chain restriction (Figure 1). Bone marrow
infiltration, serum protein electrophoresis and immunofixation electrophoresis were negative.
Initial laboratory values included elevated liver function tests (aspartate aminotransferase 157 U/L and alanine
aminotransferase 351 U/L, bilirubin 2.1 mg/dl, direct
bilirubin 1.8 mg/dl, gamma-glutamyl transferase 4109
U/L) without systemic or renal disease attributable to
myeloma. Bearing in mind the patient’s comorbidity, he
received one course of Melphalan (80 mg intravenously),
Pomalidomide and corticosteroids without DLIs due to
GVHD. The patient suffered from recurrent severe infections, multi-organ failures and chemotherapy or novel
agent was ceased. Eventually, the patient succumbed six
months after the diagnosis of EM liver plasmacytomas.

Discussion
In summary, the present case showed a puzzling relapse
pattern involving hepatic plasmocytomas in a patient with
multiple, mainly extramedullary, relapses despite extensive
GVHD (pulmonary, eyes, skin sclerotic lesions).
To the best of our knowledge, there are less than 10
reported cases of liver plasmacytoma and diffuse hepatic
infiltration.14-21 Among rare plasma cell dyscrasias, the
present case is one of the few cases of MM presenting
as acute liver disease. Besides its complexity, diagnosis
requires biopsy confirmation and extensive testing, that
will allow differential diagnosis from reactive plasmacytoma, plasma cell granuloma and MALT, marginal zone,
and immunoblastic lymphomas.9
In the report of the Greek myeloma study group in
97 patients with EM plasmacytoma, Katodritou and colleagues8 concluded that immunoparesis at diagnosis was
the most powerful factor of progression to MM. This is in
line with our patient’s status of deep immunosuppression,
where profound immunoparesis accompanied solitary
plasmacytomas despite immunoglobulin infusions.
Beyond profound immunoparesis, concerns have
been raised that adoption of thalidomide, lenalidomide,
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Figure 1. A. Histopathology examination of the biopsy material revealed total infiltration of half of the cylinders by a neoplasm, consisting
of pleomorphic forms of plasma cells, mainly immature and anaplastic, whereas the mature plasma cells are rare. The neoplastic cells are arranged in loose groups with no specific pattern. (H&E x400). B. C. and D. Immunohistochemistry showed positivity of these cells for CD138
(B) and MUM1 (C). A lambda (λ) light-chain monoclonality was revealed (D), with only scarce expression of immunoglobulin light κ-chains,
immature and anaplastic, whereas the mature plasma cells are rare.

bortezomib and increased numbers of HCT might contribute to increased EM rates.22 There is one report of
liver plasmacytoma among others which showed EM
relapse of MM after thalidomide.23 In addition, Cerny et
al. reported six fatal cases of extramedullary relapses of
multiple myeloma (MM) pretreated with immunomodulatory therapy and/or HCT.24 On the contrary, Vagra et
al. concluded that there is no evidence that bortezomiblenalidomide-based front-line therapy precipitates EM.25
In conclusion, our case illustrates the clinical aggressiveness of relapsed MM post transplantation leading to
poor outcomes despite aggressive treatment approaches.
Increased clinical awareness and novel individualized
approaches are needed to deal with the problem of
extramedullary disease recurrence with an ominous
outcome. The severity of these complications and the
diverse therapeutic approaches used in different centers highlight the need of larger, multi-center studies to
evaluate current practices.
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